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Abstract

We consider the fully distributed Video-on-Demand problem, where \( n \) nodes called boxes store a large set of videos and collaborate to serve simultaneously \( n \) videos or less between them. It is said to be scalable when \( \Omega(n) \) videos can be distributively stored under the condition that any sequence of demands for these videos can always be satisfied. Our main result consists in establishing a threshold on the average upload bandwidth of a box, above which the system becomes scalable. We are thus interested in the normalized upload capacity \( u = \frac{\text{upload bandwidth}}{\text{video bitrate}} \) of a box. The number \( m \) of distinct videos stored in the system is called its catalog size.

We show an upload capacity threshold of 1 for scalability in a homogeneous system, where all boxes have the same upload capacity. More precisely, a system with \( u < 1 \) has constant catalog size \( m = O(1) \) (every box must store some data of every video). On the other hand, for \( u > 1 \), an homogeneous system where all boxes have same upload capacity at least \( u \) admits a static allocation of \( m = \Omega(n) \) videos into the boxes such that any adversarial sequence of video demands can be satisfied. Moreover, such an allocation can be obtained randomly with high probability. This result is generalized to a system of boxes that have heterogeneous upload capacities under some balancing conditions.

1. Introduction

The quest for scalability has yielded a tremendous amount of work in the field of distributed systems in the last decade. One of its most recent developments is the peer-to-peer model, where small capacity entities collaborate to form a system whose overall capacity grows proportionally to its size. In this paper, we address the specific problem of fully distributed video-on-demand: it consists in using a set of \( n \) entities, called boxes, with storage and networking capabilities. These boxes are used to manage a catalog of videos and to play them. When the user of a box demands a video, the playback of the video should begin after a short start-up delay, even though the video may be stored on other boxes. We want the system to be doubly scalable, with respect to the requests and catalog size. The request scalability means that the systems must be able to handle up to \( n \) simultaneous requests. The catalog scalability means that the catalog size (i.e. the number of distinct videos stored) must be \( \Omega(n) \). Since the average storage capacity of a box is considered to be constant, this is the best that can be achieved.

This fully distributed problem that is considered here is mainly motivated by the existence of set-top boxes placed directly in user homes by Internet service providers. As these boxes may combine both storage and networking capacities, and are usually always powered on, they become an interesting target for building a low cost distributed video-on-demand system that would be an alternative to more centralized systems. In such a setting, one may expect that boxes are homogeneous (i.e. have identical capacities). However, we can extend our results when considering
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heterogeneous capacities. The model that we propose encompasses then various architectures such as a peer-assisted server or a distributed server serving purely client boxes (i.e. with no upload capacity).

Historically, first peer-to-peer systems were devoted to collaborative storage (see, e.g., [9, 10, 19]). The academic community has then proposed numerous distributed solutions to index the contents stored in a such a system. Most prominently, one can mention the numerous distributed hash table proposals (see, e.g., [16, 18, 20, 21]). Extreme attention has also been paid to content distribution. There now exists efficient schemes for single file distribution, BitTorrent being one of the most established [7]. However, those schemes cannot be directly used for content streaming since the file is downloaded in random order, incurring a very long start-up delay [17]. Several proposals were made to cooperatively distribute a live stream of data (see, e.g., [4, 8, 11, 15, 23, 24]). The main difficulty is then to obtain low delays and a balanced forwarding load. Note that live streaming solutions cannot be used either for video on demand since live streaming users play the same portion of the stream, while viewers of a video may play various parts of the video stream.

More recently, the problem of collaborative video-on-demand streaming has been addressed. The main stream of work deals with peer-assisted video-on-demand, where the system relies on a server (or a server farm) for storing the whole catalog. The main problem investigated concerns the collaborative distribution of a single video [2, 6, 5, 11, 14, 12, 13, 17]. The population of users interested in the same data is often called a swarm, and the process of exchanging data between them is called swarming. All these solutions thus mainly concern swarming and rely on a server for sourcing, i.e. for distributing newly requested data. However, in a fully distributed system, the boxes themselves are used as sources and a compromise must be found between sourcing and swarming in bandwidth utilization.

1.1. Model

The upload bandwidth of a box is the data transfer rate from this box to the others. It is generally assumed to be the main network bottleneck, so we consider that download bandwidth is not limited in our model. This assumption is especially true for DSLs connections, which have a bandwidth ratio of at least 4 to 1 of download to upload. Let \( u \) denote the average upload bandwidth. We assume that all videos have the same average stream rate, which we normalize to 1, so \( u = 1 \) corresponds to an upload capacity equal to the video stream rate.

For convenience, we consider a discrete round-based model, where the time unit is the time necessary for a box to establish a connection and start data transfer. New requests may arrive within any round, and boxes may establish new connections in the following rounds. The start-up delay is the maximum number of rounds elapsed between arrival and the beginning of the playback of the video. A constant number of rounds only is allowed so that start-up delay remains constant. Furthermore, we suppose that the number of requests for a given video increases at most exponentially with time: if \( f(t) \) denotes the size of a swarm, i.e. the population of boxes viewing the same video, then we assume \( f(t + i) \leq \max \{ f(t), 1 \} \mu^i \) for some \( \mu > 1 \). We call \( \mu \) the maximal swarm growth: the size of a swarm increases by a factor at most \( \mu \) at each time round.

We assume that all videos have same duration \( T \), which is a reasonable approximation if the videos are feature-length films. Therefore all videos have the same size. We suppose that the average storage capacity of a box is \( d \) videos. In addition to this storage space dedicated to the catalog, a box stores the video it is playing, as data arrives, in a cache called playback cache. More precisely, this cache contains all the data most recently viewed up to a video file size. If a box plays videos one after another, the cache then contains the end of the previous video and the beginning of the current one.

To allow the download of a video from multiple sources, we assume that each video is encoded into \( c \) different streams called stripes, whose combination gives the initial stream. For scalability reasons, \( c \) is assumed to be very low, i.e. constant or poly-logarithmic. A simple encoding into \( c \) equal rate stripes consists in splitting the video file into packets. Stripe \( i \) is then made of the packets with number equal to \( i \) modulo \( c \). When the upload capacity \( u_b \) of box \( b \) is not a multiple of \( \frac{1}{c} \), it can only upload \( \lfloor u_b / c \rfloor \) stripes.

Finally, we call \((n, u, d)\)-video system a set of \( n \) collaborating boxes with average upload capacity \( u \) and average storage capacity \( d \). Such a system is homogeneous if all boxes have same upload capacity and same storage capacity, i.e. for all \( b \), \( u_b = u \) and \( d_b = d \). It is proportionally heterogeneous if \( \frac{u_b}{d_b} = \frac{u}{d} \) for every box \( b \). We say that an \((n, u, d)\)-video system achieves catalog size \( m \) if it is possible to store \( m \) distinct videos on the boxes so that any sequence of requests of at most one video per box can be satisfied as long as the maximal swarm growth \( \mu \) is respected.

An allocation is the process of storing stripe replicas into boxes statically. (The only data that changes frequently in a box is the data stored in its cache). We define the minimal chunk size \( \ell \) as the minimal amount of data of a given video stored in a box. When splitting videos into \( c \) stripes, we get \( \ell = \frac{1}{c} \). The scalability condition for \( c \) translates into \( \ell = \Omega(1) \), i.e. a video cannot be split into infinitely small pieces as \( n \) increases. (All parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1).
\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|p{0.7\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{n} & Number of boxes in the system. \\
\textbf{m} & Number of distinct videos stored in the system (catalog size). \\
\textbf{d_b} & Storage capacity of box \(b\) (in number of videos). \\
\textbf{d} & Average storage capacity of boxes. \\
\textbf{k} & Number of duplicates copies of a video with random allocation \((k \approx dn/m)\) \\
\textbf{u_b} & Upload capacity of box \(b\) (in number of full video streams). \\
\textbf{u} & Average upload capacity of boxes. \\
\textbf{c} & Number of stripes per video (a video can be viewed by downloading its \(c\) stripes simultaneously). \\
\textbf{\mu} & Swarm growth bound: if a swarm has size \(p\) at round \(t\), its size is less than \(\mu p\) at round \(t + 1\). \\
\textbf{\ell} & Minimal chunk size: a box stores at least \(\ell\) of a given video \((\ell = 1/c\) when storing complete stripes). \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 1. Key parameters}
\end{table}

1.2. Related work

It has been proposed that boxes cache the last videos they have played [1, 13, 14]. However, these solutions still assume that a centralized server stores the whole catalog. Such solutions do not tackle the problem of competition between sourcing and swarming that we encounter in a fully distributed system.

To the best of our knowledge, Suh et al. [22] made the first attempt to investigate the possibility of a server-free video-on-demand architecture. The primary copies of the catalog are replicated on set-top boxes that are used for video-on-demand. However, the focus is mainly on sourcing: the videos are sufficiently replicated so that all requests are satisfied through these original copies. Additionally, the scalability of the catalog is not investigated at all. Indeed, the system is tailored for boxes with upload bandwidth lower than playback rate and a constant catalog size (each box stores a constant portion of each video).

Following this seminal work, we studied in a preliminary work [3] the conditions for catalog scalability under the assumption that requests concern pairwise distinct videos and that the system is homogeneous. The focus is thus still on sourcing. A distributed video-on-demand system is sketched relying on existing single video distribution algorithm for handling multiply requested videos. Sourcing and swarming are thus treated separately and the resulting bound misses the interplay between the two competing algorithms.

1.3. Our results

In this work, we address the full problem when mixing both sourcing and swarming and exhibit a tight threshold. Additionally, we consider heterogeneous systems where boxes may have different capacities one from another.

First note that \(u \geq 1\) is a natural requirement if all boxes may play videos at the same time. Suppose \(u < 1\). As minimal chunk size is \(\ell\), each box \(b\) stores data of at most \(d_b/\ell\) videos. Set \(d_{\text{max}} = \max_b\{d_b\}\). If \(m > \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{c}\), then for each box \(b\), there always exists a video \(v\) not possessed by \(b\), i.e. \(b\) stores no data at all from \(v\). Consider a sequence of requests where each box always plays a video it does not possess. The aggregated download rate then becomes \(n\) whereas the aggregated upload rate is \(un < n\) which is not sufficient. As a consequence we must have \(m \leq \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{c}\). Catalog size is thus constant as long as \(d_{\text{max}} = 0(1)\) and \(\ell = \Omega(1)\).

In contrast, our main result states that it is indeed possible to have a linear catalog size as soon as \(u > 1\). In details, we propose in Section 2.1 a random video allocation scheme where each video is split into \(c\) stripes of rate \(1/c\). Each stripe is replicated a constant number \(k = \Omega(\log_u d')\) of times where \(d' = \max\{d, u, \exp(1)\}\). Replicas and stored statically on randomly chosen boxes, yielding a catalog size of \(\frac{dn}{c}\). We show that in the case of a homogeneous system the graph linking each stripe to the boxes storing it at a given time has some expander property with high probability. A min-cut max-flow argument is then used in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 to prove that any sequence of demands can always be satisfied as long as \(u > 1\). Theorem 1 in Section 3 formally states that catalog size \(\Omega\left(\frac{(u-1)^2 \log \frac{\mu d'}{1}}{u^3 \log d} \frac{dn}{c}\right)\) (linear in \(n\) since \(\mu, d'\) and \(u\) are constant) can be achieved under these conditions. Finally, the result is generalized to the case of a heterogeneous system in Section 4. A solution is proposed to overcome the difficulty caused by the boxes having upload less than \(1\). It consists in relaying the demands of these boxes through the boxes having enough upload bandwidth.

Our approach consists in applying together maximum flow arguments and the probabilistic method to show that a valid allocation of videos can be found with high probability. For that purpose we have to show that all the graphs of “who give what” encountered in the infinite sequence of requests have some expander property. This is possible through the combination of algorithmic arguments concerning restrictions on how requests are made and probabilistic arguments on how videos are allocated. This result does not yield directly a practical distributed algorithm. However, it
shows that scalable video on demand is theoretically feasible for \( u > 1 \). Moreover the preloading scheme we propose mimics in some manner a classical peer-to-peer balancing strategies such as encountered in Splitstream [4] or in BitTorrent [7]: nodes first download pairwise distinct chunks of data so that they can exchange their chunks afterwards. (In our setting, a chunk corresponds to one time round of a stripe). Our analysis could give new insights in such contexts.

2. Preliminaries

We now present the basic requirements for achieving a given sequence of requests by considering the graph linking each request to the boxes that possess the corresponding data. We first briefly present how videos can be randomly placed in the system when using \( c \) stripes of rate \( \frac{1}{c} \) per video and \( k \) replicas per stripe.

2.1. Random allocation

Random allocation consists in storing \( k \geq 1 \) replicas of each stripe into \( k \) boxes chosen randomly, either independently or according to a random permutation. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that \( k = \frac{d m}{n} \) is an integer. A random independent allocation consists in selecting independently for each stripe replica a box with probability proportional to its storage capacity. (The process is stopped as soon as a replica falls in a completely filled-up box). Alternatively, a random permutation allocation consists in copying each stripe into \( k \) boxes such that each box contains exactly \( \frac{d}{c} \) stripe replicas. We model this through a random permutation \( \pi \) of the \( kmc = dnc \) stripe replicas into the \( dnc \) storage slots of the \( n \) boxes together: replica \( i \) is stored in slot \( \pi(i) \) (the \( d_1 c \) first slots fall into the first box, the \( d_2 c \) next slots into the second box, and so on). The highest catalog size is obtained for the smallest possible value of \( k \).

We call random allocation the process consisting in encoding each video into \( c \) stripes and storing \( k \) replicas of each stripes randomly on boxes, either according to a random permutation, or a random independent allocation.

2.2. Connection matching

We model the problem of finding connections for downloading the video stripes at a given time as a maximum flow problem. We suppose that \( mc \) distinct stripes are stored in the system according to a random allocation as described above. Let \( W \) denote the set of boxes and consider the set \( Y \) of requested stripes at time \( t \). We can write \( Y = \{ (s_1, t_1, b_1), \ldots, (s_p, t_p, b_p) \} \) with \( p \leq nc \), where \((s_i, t_i, b_i)\) corresponds to a request for stripe \( s_i \) made by box \( b_i \) at time \( t_i \leq t \). We let \( S(Y) = \{ s_1, \ldots, s_p \} \) denote the multiset of all requested stripes (some stripes may be requested multiple times). A connection matching is a matching of requests against boxes possessing the necessary video data so that each box \( b \) has degree at most \( u_e c \). Wiring connections according to such a matching allows to satisfy requests at round \( t + 1 \) as each stripe has rate \( \frac{1}{c} \). Finding such a connection matching is modeled as a maximal flow computation in the following bipartite graph.

We define \( G \) as the bipartite graph from \( Y \to W \) where each request \( x \) is linked to each box possessing data necessary for \( x \) at \( t + 1 \). More precisely, each \( x = (s_j, t_j, b_j) \in Y \) corresponds to a request for stripe \( s_j \) made at time \( t_j \). It thus requires data at position \( t - t_j \) in the stripe. In addition to boxes storing the stripe according to the random allocation, this data is also possessed by the boxes \( b \) that have requested \( (s_j, t_j, b_j) \) with \( s_j = s, b_j = b \) and \( t - T_j < t_i \) since each box caches the last video data played in a time window of length \( T \). (We assume that the system has fulfilled all requests up to time \( t \)). A connection matching is indeed a subset of links \( C \subseteq E(G) \) inducing a sub-graph where each stripe request has degree 1 and each box \( b \) has degree at most \( u_e c \).

2.3. Maximum flow feasibility

We can characterize the existence of a connection matching as follows. Let \( B(x) \) denote the neighbors of a request \( x \in Y \) in \( G \), i.e. the set of boxes possessing data for \( x \) at time \( t \). More generally, for a subset \( X \subseteq Y \) of requests, let \( B(X) = \cup_{x \in X} B(x) \) denote the set of boxes possessing data for any request \( x \in X \). For a set \( E \subseteq W \) of boxes, let \( U_E = \sum_{b \in E} u_b \) denote its overall capacity. We can then state the following lemma (which is a simple generalisation of Hall’s theorem).

**Lemma 1 (Min-cut max-flow)** A connection matching for satisfying requests at the next time round exists iff for all \( X \subseteq Y \), \( U_B(X) \geq \frac{|X|}{c} \) where \( U_B(X) = \sum_{b \in B(X)} u_b \).

In the homogeneous case, this states that \( G \) must be a \( \frac{1}{u_e} \)-expander, i.e. for all \( X \subseteq Y \), \(|B(X)| \geq \frac{1}{u_e} |X| \).

**Proof.** The condition is clearly necessary as the sum of the degrees of the boxes in \( B(X) \) in a connection matching is at least \(|X| \), and the overall upload capacity of \( B(X) \) must be at least \( \frac{|X|}{c} \). On the other hand, consider the flow network obtained by adding a source node \( a \) and a sink node \( z \) as follows. An edge with capacity \( u_b \) is added from \( a \) to each box node \( b \in W \). An edge of capacity \( \frac{1}{c} \) is added from each box \( b \) to each request \( x \in Y \) such that \( b \in B(x) \). An edge with capacity \( \frac{1}{c} \) is added from each request in \( Y \) to \( z \). Considering the cut \( A = \{a\} \cup W \cup Y, Z = \{z\} \), we see that the maximal flow is at most \( \frac{|X|}{c} \). We show that it
is indeed equal to this value, i.e. there exists a connection matching. Consider a cut \( A, Z \) with \( a \in A \) and \( z \in Z \). Let \( X \subseteq Z \) denote the set of all request nodes \( x \) such that \( x \in Z \) and \( B(x) \cap A = \emptyset \) and assume \( U_{B(X)} \geq \frac{|X|}{c} \). For all request \( x \in A \), edge \( xz \) crosses the cut. For all request \( x \in Z \setminus X \), there exist \( b \in B(x) \cap A \) and edge \( bx \) crosses the cut. For each box \( b \in B(X) \), edge \( ab \) crosses the cut and its weight is \( u_b \). The capacity of the cut is thus at least \( \frac{|Y-X|}{c} + \sum_{b \in B(X)} u_b \geq \frac{|Y|}{c} \). The classical min-cut max-flow theorem allows to conclude.

We call request obstruction a subset \( X \) of requests such that \( U_{B(X)} < \frac{|X|}{c} \). We are indeed interested in the multiset \( M(X) \) of stripes requested in \( X \). We extend this notion to any multiset of stripes: we call obstruction a multiset \( \sigma \) of stripes such that there exists a sequence of video demands that has been satisfied up to time \( t \) and where a subset \( X \) of requests at time \( t \) satisfies \( M(X) = \sigma \) and \( U_{B(X)} < \frac{|X|}{c} \).

Clearly, Lemma 1 implies that any sequence of demands can always be satisfied if there exists no obstruction.

We can then bound the probability that a given random allocation can be defeated as follows. We denote by \( N_k \) the random variable defined as the number of obstructions (among all possible subsets of at most \( nc \) stripes) in a permutation allocation chosen uniformly at random from the set \( A_k \) of all possible random allocations for a given \( k \) (and a given type of allocation: permutation or independent). Let \( O \) be the set of multisets of stripes with cardinality at most \( nc \). For some allocation \( a \) and a multiset of stripes \( \sigma \), we denote by \( I(a, \sigma) \) the indicator variable that is equal to 1 if \( \sigma \) is an obstruction and 0 otherwise. Using the first moment method, we can bound \( P(N_k > 0) \) (the probability that a random allocation admits at least one obstruction):

\[
P(N_k > 0) \leq E(N_k) = \frac{\sum_{a \in A_k} \sum_{\sigma \in O} I(a, \sigma)}{|A_k|} = \sum_{\sigma \in O} \frac{\sum_{a \in A_k} I(a, \sigma)}{|A_k|} = \sum_{\sigma \in O} P(\sigma) \tag{1}
\]

where \( P(\sigma) \) is the probability for some multiset of stripes \( \sigma \) to be an obstruction in a randomly chosen allocation. As we shall see, for sufficiently high values of \( u \) and \( k \), the expectation of the number of obstructions is bounded by \( O \left( \frac{1}{\nu} \right) \) for some positive \( \lambda \) and then with high probability the number of obstructions in a randomly chosen allocation is zero.

### 3. Homogeneous Video Systems

We can now state our main theorem in the homogeneous case. We extend it to the proportionally heterogeneous case in the next section.

**Theorem 1** Given \( u > 1 \), consider a homogeneous \((n, u, d)\)-video system. With high probability, a random permutation allocation with \( c > \frac{2u^2-1}{u-1} \) and \( k \geq 5d - \frac{\log d}{\log u} \) for \( \nu = \frac{1}{c(2u^2-1)} - \frac{1}{u} \), \( u' = \frac{1}{\nu} \lceil uc \rceil \) and \( d' = \max \{ d, u, \exp(1) \} \) allows to successfully satisfy any sequence of requests with maximal swarm growth \( \mu \).

As a consequence, the system can achieve catalog size \( \Omega \left( \left( \frac{u-1}{u} \right)^2 \log \frac{n+1}{u} \right) \log d' \).

The result holds also for a random independent allocation with same bounds for \( c \) and \( k \) (in both cases, we rely on the bound given in Lemma 3 below). However, in the random independent case, box storage loads may be unbalanced. To avoid to exceed the capacity of any box with high probability, we have to additionally require \( c = O(\log n) \). For large \( n \), we have \( u' \geq \frac{u}{2} \) and \( \nu^{-1} \sim \frac{uc}{u-1} \) and \( k = O \left( u \log \frac{d}{ \frac{2}{u} \log n} \right) \) is then sufficient to obtain catalog size \( \Omega \left( \left( \frac{u-1}{u} \right) \log \frac{n}{u} \right) \log d' \).

Relying on Section 2, we use a scheme where boxes store and upload full stripes. We assume in the sequel a choice of \( c \) satisfying \( c > \frac{2u^2-1}{u-1} \), or equivalently \( u > 1 + \frac{2u^2-1}{c} \).

As a box can upload only \( |uc| \) stripes, its effective upload capacity is \( u' = \lceil uc \rceil \geq u - \frac{1}{2} > 1 + \frac{2(u^2-1)}{c} \), The proof mainly relies on two arguments. First, a request strategy is proposed to cope with highly demanded videos. Second, a randomized argument bounds the probability that a request for various videos cannot be satisfied by the boxes storing them according to the random allocation scheme.

Indeed, we use the following preloading strategy for requesting stripes. Consider a box \( b \) where the user demands a video \( v \) during the interval \( [t-1, t] \). A preloading request \((s, t, b)\) for one stripe \( s \) of \( v \) is first issued at time \( t \). Then \( c-1 \) postponed requests are made for the \( c-1 \) remaining stripes of \( v \) at time \( t+1 \). The start-up delay for playing a video is thus 3 time rounds. (Note that the downloading of a video now lasts during one more round time. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that this additional time round is counted in the duration \( T \). By convention, we say that the box enters the swarm of \( v \) at time \( t \) (when it begins to download some data). To balance preloading requests, we use a counter for each video \( v \) to give successive numbers to boxes entering the swarm of \( v \). The \( p \)th box then preloads stripe number \( p \) modulo \( c \) so that all stripes of a video are equally preloaded. We will see that this strategy allows to manage a large swarm growth \( \mu \) as long as the number of stripes is sufficiently large (\( c > \frac{2u^2-1}{u-1} \)).

On the other hand, we rely on Equation 1 that consists in bounding \( P(\sigma) \) for every multiset \( \sigma \) of size at most \( nc \). We obtain an upper bound of \( P(\sigma) \) that depends only on the number of stripes in \( \sigma \) and the number of pairwise distinct stripes among them. For that purpose, we estimate the num-
number of boxes that can serve the requests made during a time interval $[t - T, t]$ thanks to the following lemma.

**Lemma 2** At time $t$, consider any subset $X$ of stripe requests made in $[t - T, t]$. Let $i = |X|$ denote the size of $X$ and let $i_1$ denote the number of pairwise distinct stripes requested in $X$. Then the set $B(X)$ of boxes that can serve requests in $X$ satisfies $|B(X)| \geq \sum_{v} \frac{|X^{\text{post}}(v)| - i_1(v)}{i(v) + 2|X^{\text{pre}}(v)|}$. Note that the boxes considered in (1) are distinct from those considered in (2) and (3) since they entered the swarm later. The boxes previously considered in (1) and (2) are currently in the swarm of $v$. The boxes considered in (3) have entered the swarm of $v$ at $t_v - T$ or after. (Note that they effectively still have the data at position $t - t_v$ in their cache as $t_v - T + (t - t_v) \geq t - T$.)

We can now consider all videos that are requested in $X$. The set of boxes considered in bounds (1) and (2) are disjoint since these boxes request distinct videos. The boxes considered in bound (3) may concern at most two videos as a box enters at most two swarms during a period $T$ (when one video is played after another). We thus get the following lower bound: $|B(X)| \geq \sum_{v} \frac{|X^{\text{post}}(v)| - i_1(v)}{i(v) + 2|X^{\text{pre}}(v)|}$.

**Proof.** We consider the requests in $X$ video by video. Suppose that some video $v$ has some stripes requested in $X$. Let $X(v) \subseteq X$ denote the requests for stripes of $v$. Let $i(v)$ denote the number of requests in $X(v)$ and $i_1(v)$ denote the number of distinct stripes requested in $X(v)$. (We thus have $i = \sum_v i(v)$ and $i_1 = \sum_v i_1(v)$). Let $t_v$ denote the latest time a request of $X(v)$ was made. We define $X^{\text{pre}}_v(v)$ (resp. $X^{\text{post}}_v(v)$) as the preloading (resp. post-poned) requests in $X(v)$ made at some time $t'$. We mainly consider $X^{\text{pre}}(v)$ and $X^{\text{post}}(v)$.

On the other hand, the definition of $t_v$ implies $X^{\text{post}}(v) \cup X^{\text{pre}}(v) \neq \emptyset$. Let $X'(v) = X(v) - X^{\text{pre}}_v(v) - X^{\text{post}}_v(v)$. Let $X^{\text{pre}}_v(v)$ denote the remaining requests in $X(v)$.

Let $x_0(v), x_1(v)$ and $x_2(v)$ the number of boxes that have entered the swarm of $v$ before $t_v - 1$, at $t_v - 1$ and at $t_v$ respectively. To derive a lower bound on $|B(X^{\text{pre}}_v(v) \cup X^{\text{post}}_v(v))|$, we estimate separately the contribution to this bound of boxes that entered the swarm at $t_v - 1$ and before $t_v - 1$.

Note that our preloading strategy implies that requests in $X^{\text{pre}}_v(v) \cup X^{\text{post}}_v(v)$ (resp. $X^{\text{pre}}(v)$) are made by boxes that entered the swarm of $v$ at $t_v - 1$ (resp. $t_v$). As each box makes at most one preload request, we have $x_1(v) \geq |X^{\text{pre}}_v(v)| + |X^{\text{pre}}(v)|$. Let $i_2(v)$ denote the number of distinct stripes requested in $X^{\text{pre}}_v(v)$. (We have $i_2(v) \leq i_1(v)$). There are at least $\frac{|X^{\text{post}}(v)|}{i_2(v)}$ boxes making these requests as a box requests a given stripe only once. We thus have $x_1(v) \geq \frac{|X^{\text{post}}(v)|}{i_2(v)}$. Thanks to our preloading strategy, $\frac{x_1(v)}{i_2(v)} \geq \frac{|X^{\text{pre}}(v)|}{i_2(v)} \geq \frac{|X^{\text{post}}(v)|}{i_2(v)}$.

1 box preloads any stripe requested in $X^{\text{post}}_v(v)$. As boxes preloading distinct stripes are distinct, we deduce the contribution of boxes entering the swarm at $t_v - 1$ (1):

$|B(X^{\text{pre}}(v))| \geq i_2(v) \left( \frac{|X^{\text{pre}}(v)|}{i_2(v)} - 1 \right) \geq \frac{|X^{\text{pre}}(v)|}{i_2(v)} - i_1(v)$.

On the other hand, requests in $X^{\text{pre}}_v(v)$ can be served by boxes that entered the swarm of $v$ before $t_v - 1$. The number $x_0(v)$ of such boxes is at least $\frac{|X(v)|}{i(v)}$. This gives the following bound (2): $|B(X^{\text{pre}}_v(v) \cup X^{\text{pre}}_v(v))| \geq \frac{|X(v)|}{i_1(v)}$. Moreover, the bound $\mu$ on swarm growth implies $x_0(v) + x_1(v) + x_2(v) \leq \mu^2 x_0(v) \leq 1$. We thus get an other bound (3): $|B(X^{\text{pre}}_v(v) \cup X^{\text{post}}_v(v))| \geq \frac{|X(v)|}{i_1(v)}$. Note that our preloading strategy implies that requests of such boxes is at least $\mu^2 x_0(v) + 1$. We thus get an other

The following lemma bounds from above the probability that a set of pairwise distinct stripes are allocated to the same set of $p$ boxes in a random permutation allocation. It is also trivially satisfied if stripe replicas are placed according to any random independent allocation rather than a random permutation.

**Lemma 3** Consider a random permutation allocation of $kn = dnc$ stripe replicas into the dnc memory slots of $n$ boxes. The probability that $k$ given replicas fall into $p$ given boxes with $dp \geq k$ is less than $\left( \frac{p}{n} \right)^k$.

**Proof.** Drawing uniformly at random a permutation of the $kn = dnc$ stripe replicas amounts to choose uniformly at random a slot for the first replica, then a slot for the second among the remaining slots and so on. The $k$ replicas are ordered. Let $E_a$ denotes the event that the $a^{th}$ replica falls into one of the $pdc$ slots of the $p$ boxes. $P(\cap_{1 \leq a \leq k} E_a) = P(E_1).P(E_2|E_1)...P(E_k|E_1 \cap E_2... \cap E_{k-1}) = \prod_{a=1}^{k-1} \frac{pdc-a+1}{n} = \frac{pdc}{n} \cdots \frac{pdc}{n} \leq \left( \frac{p}{n} \right)^k$ (since $\frac{pdc}{n} \leq \frac{p}{n}$ for $p \leq n$).
Lemma 4 Let \( \sigma \) be a multiset of stripes of size \( i \leq nc \). Let \( i_1 \) be the number of pairwise distinct stripes in \( \sigma \). The probability \( P(\sigma) \) of \( \sigma \) to be an obstruction is at most
\[
P(\sigma) \leq \left( \frac{u \cdot nce}{i} \right)^{i} \left( \frac{i}{u \cdot en} \right)^{ki_1}.
\]
In addition, \( P(\sigma) = 0 \) when \( i_1 \leq \nu i \).

Note that the assumption on \( e \) implies \( uc = c + 2\mu^2 - 1 \). We thus have \( 0 < \nu < 1 \) if \( uc \approx \frac{1}{c + 2\mu^2 - 1} - \frac{1}{uc} \).

Proof. Consider a sequence of video demands where \( \sigma = M(X) \) for some subset \( X \) of requests at time \( t \). We then consider two cases:

1. Either \( i_1 \leq i \nu \), implying \( i - (c + 2\mu^2 - 1)i_1 \geq \frac{c + 2\mu^2 - 1}{uc} \geq \frac{i}{uc} \geq (c + 2\mu^2 - 1)u \). As a box uploads full stripes, its effective upload capacity is \( w' = \frac{i}{uc} \geq \frac{i}{uc} \geq 1 \). According to Lemma 2, we thus have \( U_{B(X)} \leq \frac{i}{uc} \) as \( x_0 \) cannot be an obstruction set and then \( P(\sigma) = 0 \).

2. or \( i_1 > \nu i \). Any set \( E \) of boxes with \( U_{E} \leq \frac{i}{uc} \) satisfies \( |E| \leq \frac{1}{uc} \) and is included in some subset of size \( \lfloor \frac{1}{uc} \rfloor \). The number of such sets is at most \( (\frac{i}{uc})^{i} \). We use this very coarse bound so that the lemma will remain valid in the heterogeneous case. By considering all such sets and using Lemma 3 for the replicas of the \( i_1 \) distinct stripes of \( s \), we obtain
\[
P(U_{B(X)} < \frac{w'}{uc}) \leq \frac{(i)}{uc} \left( \frac{u}{nc} \right)^{ki_1} \leq \left( \frac{i}{u \cdot en} \right)^{ki_1} \left( \frac{u \cdot nce}{i} \right)^{i} \left( \frac{i}{u \cdot en} \right)^{ki_1}.
\]
The last inequality is obtained by using the standard upper bound of the binomial coefficient \( \binom{n}{k} \leq \left( \frac{2n}{k} \right)^{k} \).

4. Balanced Heterogeneous Video Systems

The main difficulty in an heterogeneous system occurs when many boxes with upload less than \( 1 \) play the same video since their capacity is not sufficient to replicate the data between themselves. Let \( u' > 1 \) be an upload threshold under which a box is considered to have deficient upload, i.e., less than \( u^* \). We introduce the upload deficit with respect to \( u^* \) as the quantity \( \Delta(u^*) = \sum_{b|b < u^*} u^* - u_0 \) which is the overall bandwidth missing to poor boxes, i.e., boxes with capacity less than \( u^* \). A box \( b \) is said to be rich when \( u_0 \geq u^* \). In this section, we are interested in heterogeneous systems satisfying:
\[
u > 1 + \frac{\Delta(1)}{n}
\]
One can see that \( u_0 \geq 1 + \frac{\Delta(1)}{n} \) is an intuitive lower bound for scalability by considering the following request scenario. Suppose that all rich boxes watch a video they do not possess and poor boxes start to play the same video \( v \) at maximum growth rate. Either \( v \) is widely replicated among the poor boxes, or rich boxes will have to send the data to the poor boxes that cannot upload within themselves. In
the latter case, this requires an additional overall upload of roughly $\Delta(1)$.

We say that a system can be $u^*$-upload-compensated if for any poor box $b$ we can reserve an upload capacity $u^* - u_b + 1 - u_b$ on a rich box $r(b)$ with $u(r(b)) \geq u^* + 1 - 2u_b$. Several reservations may fall in a box $a$ as long as $u_a \geq u^* + \sum_{b \in r(b)} u_a(u^* + 1 - 2u_b)$. Note that this requires at least $u \geq u^* + \Delta(1)$.

Another difficulty may come from the imbalance between storage capacity and upload capacity. Indeed, it may be useless to have very high storage capacity in boxes with low upload capacity and vice versa. A system is $u^*$-storage-balanced with respect to $u^*$ if $2 \leq \frac{d_b}{u_b}$ and $\frac{d_a}{u_b} \leq \frac{d}{u^*}$ for all $b$. As a particular case, a proportionally heterogeneous system, where $\frac{d_a}{u_a} = \frac{d}{u^*}$ for all box $b$, is always $u^*$-storage-balanced for $d \geq 2$ and $u^* \leq u$. Note that a system with $2 < \frac{d_a}{u_a}$ for all box $b$ can always be considered as $u^*$-storage-balanced for $u^* \leq u$ by artificially reducing the storage capacity of each box to $d_b' = \tau u_b$ with $\tau = \min_b \frac{d_a}{u_a}$ at the cost of reducing the average storage capacity to $\tau u$.

We say that a video system is $u^*$-balanced if it is $u^*$-storage-balanced and can be $u^*$-upload-compensated. The main idea behind the requirement of compensated systems is to relay stripes for each poor box $b$ (i.e. with $u_b < u^*$) through a rich box $r(b)$ with sufficient upload capacity according to the $u^*$-upload-compensated assumption. The strategy for making requests is then the following. A poor box $b$ whose user demands a video during the interval $[t - 1, t]$ processes as follows: at time $t$, it asks $r(b)$ to issue a request for its preloading stripe (selected as before), this is considered as a preloading request. At time $t + 1$, $r(b)$ forwards this preloading stripe to $b$. This relies on the upload statically reserved on $r(b)$ and this is considered as a request. At time $t + 2$, it requests $c_b = \lfloor cu_b - 4\mu^4 \rfloor$ of the $c - 1$ remaining stripes ($c_b = 0$ if $u_b \leq \frac{2\mu^4}{c}$). At time $t + 3$, it asks $r(b)$ to request the $c - 1 - c_b$ remaining stripes (these are postponed requests). At time $t + 3$, $r(b)$ forwards these $c - 1 - c_b$ stripes to $b$. (in addition to the preloading stripe). Again this relies on the upload reserved on $r(b)$ and this is not considered as requests. The strategy for a rich box $a$ (i.e. $u_a \geq u^*$) whose user demands a video at time $t$ remains similar except that the postponed requests are made at time $t + 2$ instead of $t + 1$. In both cases we say that the box enters the swarm at $t$ (the time of the first request). From the point of view of requests, a scenario of user demands results in a sequence identical to the sequence obtained previously if we scale the time round duration by a factor of 2. For this time scale, the bound on swarm growth becomes $\mu^2$ instead of $\mu$.

Note that an upload bandwidth $(c - c_b)^{\frac{1}{c}} < 1 - u_b + \frac{4\mu^4 + 1}{c}$ is statically allocated to $b$ and cannot be used for answering requests. We will assume $c \geq \frac{10\mu^4}{u^2 - 1}$, implying $u^* \geq 1 + \frac{10\mu^4}{u^2 - 1}$, the reserved upload $u^* + 1 - 2u_b$ is clearly sufficient for this allocation. There still remains a reservation of $u^* - u_b - \frac{4\mu^4 + 1}{c} > 0$ since $u_b < 1 + \frac{4\mu^4 + 1}{c}$, $u^* > 1 + \frac{10\mu^4}{u^2 - 1}$ and $\mu > 1$. Additionally, we require that each stripe forwarded by $r(b)$ to $b$ is also cached by $r(b)$. If storage capacity has to be used, the storage capacity of the box is reduced this is the reason behind the $u^*$-storage-balance condition that $d(r(b)) \geq 2u_r(b)$ since the capacity of $r(b)$ is reduced by a factor at most 2 in total. Note that a poor box $b$ caches all stripes whereas $r(b)$ caches only the stripes it forwards which include the preloading stripe of $b$.

We can now extend Theorem 1 to balanced heterogeneous systems.

**Theorem 2** For any fixed $u^* > 1$, consider a $u^*$-balanced $(v, u, d)$-video system. With high probability, a random permutation allocation with $c > \frac{4\mu^4}{u^2 - 1}$ and $k \geq 5\mu^{-1} \log d'/\log u^*$ for $\nu = \frac{1}{c + 4\mu^4 - 1} - \frac{1}{c + 4\mu^4}$, $u^* = \frac{c + 1 - 3\mu^4}{c}$ and $d' = \max \{d, u^*, \exp(1)\}$ allows to successfully satisfy any sequence of requests with maximal swarm growth $\mu$. For $c = \frac{10\mu^4}{u^2 - 1}$ and $u^* \leq 2$, it can achieve catalog size $\Omega\left(\frac{(u^* - 1)^2 \log \frac{u^* + 3}{\mu^4} }{\mu^4 \log d'}\right)$.

The proof of this theorem follows the same steps as for Theorem 1. We claim that Lemma 2 can be generalized in this setting. The main arguments are the following. Remaining reserved upload capacities are pairwise disjoint and are disjoint from box capacities (a rich box $a$ is considered to have upload capacity $u_a - \sum_{b \in r(b)} u_a(u^* + 1 - 2u_b) \geq u^*$). A stripe preloaded by a poor box $b$ is cached by both $b$ and $r(b)$. It can thus be uploaded $\lfloor c(u^* - u_b - \frac{4\mu^4 + 1}{c}) \rfloor + \lfloor cu_b \rfloor \geq c + 3\mu^4$ times according to the bound on $c$ and using $\mu > 1$. Boxes considered in the bound (1) of the proof of Lemma 2 concern preloaded stripes. We can thus count an upload at least $\frac{c + 3\mu^4}{c}$ for each such box with it associated rich box. The same is true for postponed stripes that are forwarded through $r(b)$. Each time we count the cache of $b$ in $|B(X)|$ for these forwarded stripes in the proof of Lemma 2, we thus have a similar upload capacity of $c + 3\mu^4$ stripes. The only difficulty comes from postponed stripes downloaded directly by a box $b$. This represents at most $c_b \leq cu_b - 4\mu^4$ stripes. However, box $b$ can upload $\lfloor cu_b \rfloor \geq cu_b - 1 \geq cu_b + 3\mu^4$ stripes. In any case, if $i_1(v)$ stripes of a video $v$ are requested in $X$ and $b$ is counted in $|B(X)|$ in the proof of Lemma 2, $b$ and $r(b)$ have upload capacity at least $i_1(v) + 3\mu^4$. (This is also true for rich boxes.) When we sum up box uploads instead of counting them, we obtain $U_{B(X)} \geq \sum_v \left(\frac{|X|^u}{c} - i_1(v)\right) \frac{c + 3\mu^4}{c} + \frac{10\mu^4}{u^2 - 1}$.
\[
\frac{|X'(v)| + |X'^{pc}_{1\mu}| + |X'^{pc}_{1\mu} - 1| - i_1(v) + 3 \rho^4}{c \nu + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} , \quad \text{and thus} \]
\[
U(B_X) \geq \sum_i \left( \frac{|X'^{pc}_{1\mu}| - i_1(v)}{c \nu + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} \right) + \frac{|X'(v)| + |X'^{pc}_{1\mu}| + |X'^{pc}_{1\mu} - 1| - i_1(v) + 3 \rho^4}{c \nu + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} \cdot \frac{c + 3 \rho^4}{c + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} . \]
\[
. \quad \text{We finally get} \quad U(B_X) \geq \frac{1}{\nu} \left( \frac{c + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}}{c + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{3 \rho^4}{c} \right) .
\]

We claim that Lemma 4 still holds. The rest of the proof of Theorem 1 can then be immediately applied to this case.

Following the proof of Lemma 4, Case 1 comes directly from the generalization of Lemma 2: we get \( U(B_X) \geq \frac{c}{\nu} \) for \( i_1 \leq \nu \iota \) with \( \nu = \frac{1}{c + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} = \frac{1}{c + 2 \nu^3 \rho^{-1}} \). Case 2 relies on the \( u^* \)-storage-balanced assumption. Consider a rich box \( a \). Let \( U^r = \sum_{b(r(b))=a} u^* + 1 - 2u_b \) denote the total upload that has been reserved on \( a \). Some of the upload reserved for poor box \( b \) with \( r(b) = a \) is statically reserved (at most \( u^b + 4\rho^4 + 1 \)) and the other part can be used to answer any requests concerning allocation stripes, i.e., stored according the random allocation on \( a \). (Note that this remaining upload cannot be used to serve requests concerning cached stripes except those of \( b \).) The statically reserved upload \( U^s \) on \( a \) is thus bounded by \( U^s \leq \sum_{b(r(b)=a)} - u_b + 4\rho^4 + 1 \). The upload available on \( a \) for answering allocation stripes is thus \( u'_a = u_a - U^s \geq u_a - U^r + \sum_{b(r(b)=a)} (u^* + 1) - 2u_b \geq u_a - U^r + (\sum_{b(r(b)=a)} u^* - 4\rho^4 + 1) - (\sum_{b(r(b)=a)} u_b) \). As \( U^r = (\sum_{b(r(b)=a} u^* + 1) - 2(\sum_{b(r(b)=a} u_b) \), we obtain \( u'_a \geq u_a - \frac{1}{2} U^r + (\sum_{b(r(b)=a}) u^* - 4\rho^4 + 1) - \frac{1}{2}(\sum_{b(r(b)=a} u^* + 1) \geq u_a - \frac{1}{2} U^r + \frac{1}{2}(\sum_{b(r(b)=a} u^* + 1) \geq u_a - \frac{1}{2} U^r + \frac{1}{2}(\sum_{b(r(b)=a} u^* + 1) \). The bound on \( u'_a \) implies \( u^s \geq 1 + \frac{10\rho^4}{c} \) and thus \( u'_a \geq u_a - \frac{1}{2} U^r \geq \max \{ u^* \}, \frac{10\rho^4}{c} \}. \) As the system is \( u^* \)-storage-balanced, we have \( \frac{\rho^4}{u_a} \leq \frac{d}{\nu^2} \). By using only storage \( d'_a \geq \frac{d}{\nu^2} \), we may still assume \( \frac{d}{\nu^2} \leq \frac{d}{\nu^2} \). The overall storage is thus at least half used, and catalog is reduced by a factor at most 2 by this operation. On the other side, a poor box \( b \) can use all its upload capacity for allocation stripes.

For each box \( b \), we truncate its upload to a multiple of \( \frac{1}{c} \). (We may again lose a negligible fraction of the storage in this operation.) As mentioned previously, a poor box \( b \) together to \( r(b) \) can upload \( c(u^s + 2u^s - u_b) + c(u_b) \geq c + 3\rho^4 \geq u'c \) stripes (counting only on remaining reserved upload). A rich box can upload at least \( u^s c \) \( c + 10\rho^4 - 1 \geq u'c \) stripes (without using reserved upload). The average upload thus remains at least \( u^s \). Then we virtually split \( b \) into a collection of elementary sub-boxes with upload capacity \( \frac{1}{c} \) and storage capacity \( \frac{1}{u_a} \). A set \( E \) of boxes with overall upload capacity \( U_E \leq \frac{1}{c} \) thus contains at most \( i \) elementary sub-boxes. We then consider the \( \binom{u^s}{i} \) sets of \( i \) elementary sub-boxes. Such a set \( E' \) corresponds to a storage space \( D_{E'} \leq \frac{d}{\nu^2} \). Lemma 3 can clearly be generalized to bound the probability that the \( ki_1 \) replicas of the stripes considered fall into these memory slots by \( \binom{d}{i}(d'c) \). We thus finally obtain the same bound.

Using \( c = \frac{10\rho^4}{u^* - 1} \) and \( u' \leq 2 \), we can obtain \( \nu^{-1} = O\left( \frac{\mu^4}{u - 1} \right) \) and \( u' \geq u^* + \frac{3}{2} \). This yields catalog size \( \Omega\left( (u^* - 1)^3 \log \frac{u^* + 3}{4} \right) \).


